
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There was hardly wind enough for a fair test, but he was
_______________ to find that the boat carried a weather helm.
1.

(delighted/delighting)
delighted

It would be _______________ to all Englishmen to hear the recital of
America's prosperity.
2.

(pleased/pleasing)
pleasing

I-I was as much _______________ as anybody.3. (surprised/surprising)surprised

It would be _______________ to know what motives could have induced
the two accomplices to form such an insane plan.
4.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

He was very much _______________, and accused me of looking haggard
over the business, which was absurd.
5.

(amused/amusing)
amused

But I soon grew _______________ with this small theatre, for I longed to
show myself to the educated public, so I left my first manager, and sought an
engagement in some more fashionable theatre.

6.

(discontented/discontenting)

discontented

That paper gave the daily arrival of ships in all the large ports of the
_______________ States.
7.

(united/uniting)United

It is _______________ to note that something of this sort was observed by
at least one student long ago.
8.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

This morning it was _______________ to see the transport wagons pass
on their way to Belgrade.
9.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

I'm sure I'm _______________ of telling him so!10. (tired/tiring)tired

She looked out of place even there, this dark- _______________ Spanish
girl, among the pretty pink and white children with fair hair and blue eyes.
11.

(eyed/eyeing)

eyed
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The method, however, met with much opposition, until, in the
_______________ year, thirty-three leading physicians and forty eminent
surgeons of London signed an earnest expression of their confidence in the
efficacy of the cow-pox.

12.

(followed/following)

following

The middle-aged, grey- _______________ men are contemplating their
former selves with an air of surprise.
13.

(bearded/bearding)
bearded

He was _______________ to see Maurice, supposing him at home,
suffering from the headache.
14.

(surprised/surprising)
surprised

Her father and mother were very much _______________ with the
picture, and said it looked just like their little girl.
15.

(pleased/pleasing)
pleased

Tommy appeared very much _______________ with his father's rebuke.16.
(abashed/abashing)

abashed

In other respects the establishment was similar to those in the
_______________ States.
17.

(united/uniting)United

But he was _______________ to find the same quality so prevalent
among the men.
18.

(surprised/surprising)
surprised

She was very much _______________, and could not understand why,
after refusing to have a wife for so long, I was now so anxious to have one
without a dowry.

19.

(astonished/astonishing)

astonished

My cousin and hostess, Dora Polton, was very much _______________
about him.
20.

(distressed/distressing)
distressed
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